Movement-related phasic muscle activation. I. Relations with temporal profile of movement.
1. The role of phasic muscle activation in determining the temporal properties of human arm movements was studied. The experiments show that subjects can modulate the triphasic electromyographic (EMG) pattern to produce movements of varied temporal structures. 2. Subjects performed horizontal forearm movements in which they varied movement accelerations and decelerations. All movements were of the same amplitude, duration, and peak velocity. A phase-plane (velocity vs. position) template of the desired movement was presented to the subject, who had to reproduce the template by appropriate movement of the forearm. 3. The ratio of the durations of acceleration to deceleration (termed the symmetry ratio, SR) was used as a measure of the temporal structure of the movements. Movements with SRs ranging from 0.4 (short acceleration-long deceleration) to 2.0 (long acceleration-short deceleration) were studied. 4. Subjects modulated the components of the triphasic EMG pattern to produce movements with different temporal profiles. As the SR was increased (increasing acceleration duration-decreasing deceleration duration), the following changes occurred: 1) the duration of the initial agonist burst (AG1) increased while its magnitude decreased; 2) the antagonist burst (ANT1) was progressively delayed relative to movement onset. ANT1 magnitude increased while its duration remained constant; and 3) the magnitude of the second agonist burst (AG2) increased and its duration decreased. 5. The triphasic EMG pattern can be modified to produce movements whose velocity profiles are not the same under simple scaling of duration or magnitude. It is concluded that previously described relations between components of the triphasic EMG pattern and movement parameters, such as amplitude, speed, and duration, are secondary to associated changes in their acceleration and deceleration characteristics.